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In a nod to Halloween, we have “employed” some very special fashion models for this month’s fashion shoot. We hope

that this spread of haute couture launches their careers—better late than never.

This month’s issue also covers a wide array of subjects and distant places to visit. We have interviewed Stephane

Gauger, whose movie Saigon Electric is being released in Houston this month. The film’s emphasis on storyline introduces

American audiences to a powerful subculture that is making its mark on Vietnam and which has heretofore received

little attention. The movie has been a hit on the film festival circuit, and reviews have lauded the cinematography and

soundtrack, as well as the drama that unfolds during the film. Don’t miss it.

Our travel article informs you of a couple of world class tourist destinations that have yet to be discovered by tourists.

Matt highly recommends that you check out Hvar, Croatia and Ascona, Switzerland while you have an opportunity

to explore them before the word gets out and the crowds follow.

The high energy music of PaperDoll may sound familiar to you even if you are not familiar with the group. That is

because their soundtracks have been used in various high profile advertisements, television shows and movies. We

interviewed lead singer, Teresa Lee, about the band, which will soon leave the shores of North America for performances

in Europe and China where their popularity was evidenced by record ticket sales last year.

Rounding out this issue are articles about wine, items for purchase that might pique your interest, unique hotel

accommodations of which you might want to make note for your next trip to Waikiki, and interesting museum exhibits

that will soon be opening from California to Texas. Wherever you go in the United States and around the world, we

want to keep you informed.

V. Hoang

Photo by Collin Kelly
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The color yellow has played a recurrent symbolic role throughout
the history of Asian culture. It symbolizes the earth that sustains
all life, yet has been embraced by Buddhist monks as an expression
of unchallenged power. Such is the role of yellow: always revered
but in different ways under different circumstances.

The mission of Yellow Magazine is to introduce our readers to the
artistic , fashion, lifestyle and entertainment contributions made
by Asian Americans. It is our hope that the depth and breadth of
the topics and events we cover do justice to the pride that the color
yellow has represented throughout the millennia. As the editor in
chief of Yellow Magazine, my last name is Hoang, which also means
yellow. Just as I am proud of my name, I am proud of my heritage,
and proud of Yellow Magazine.

Editor in Chief

V. Van Hoang, President of MV Media

Publisher

MV Media
Publisher/Managing Director
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Dress by Jerri Moore,  $1195
Available at JerriMore.com
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Hvar, Croatia
Yes, Croatia! While Europe is one of the most popular travel destinations

in the world, you can’t swing a suitcase without hitting another tourist in
the more popular places. Why not try a hot new destination along the
Adriatic before it becomes the new Monte Carlo, Venice, or Ibiza?

Croatia’s coastline is a safe, modern European alternative to the
Mediterranean shores of France and Italy. You need to plan to go now before
Croatia becomes a member of the European Union (EU) in 2013 when it
will experience a surge of media attention and visitors.

Beautiful Hvar Island on Croatia’s Adriatic coast is the exciting new stop
for both the luxury-seeking yacht crowd and the adventure-seeking
international traveler. Hvar deserves the accolades it is currently getting in
the travel press, for it is the sunniest and greenest of the Croatian islands—
basking in 2,724 hours of sunshine each year. You can relax by the sea in a
secluded cove during the day, stroll the old scenic streets and harbors during
the afternoon where shopping opportunities abound, and party until dawn
on the rooftop bars of select hotels. All the while, you will be welcomed by
the friendly locals and treated to outstanding European cuisine—all without
the crowds you’d expect elsewhere.

If you’re feeling restless, let your hotel arrange a boat ride among the
mysterious islands and shorelines that attracted and captivated countless ancient
Greeks and Romans. If you’re really adventurous, take a boat to the Pakleni
islands, famous for nude sunbathing. Then, if you tire of the seafaring life, head
inland where you’ll encounter a stunning panorama of lavender fields, forested
hills, and quaint villages that have people calling it “the new Tuscany.”

Every night dine on the incredible delicacies of the sea, served just as
fresh as if they were plucked from the water that afternoon—because they
probably were. Tender squid, clams, lobster, or catfish in zesty sauces added
to piles of crisp vegetables, tasty local breads in olive oil, and good wine are
magical combinations. Don’t forget to try to the Croatian brudet, a local
stew made with fish, tomato, garlic, and red wine vinegar.

Where to Stay

The world-famous Sensori Spa at the Adriana Hotel (suncanihvar.com)
will undoubtedly make this your first choice for comfort and service. Sleek,
modern design and incredible views will make it difficult for you to leave,
but avoid a room near the rooftop bar if you are not ready to join the late-
night partying.

Make it Happen

There are no flights directly to Hvar from the U.S.; fly to Split or
Dubrovnik (which is easy to do from any international airport) and catch
the ferry to the island. Croatia Airlines (croatiaairlines.com) and EasyJet
(easyjet.com) fly to Split; EasyJet and British Airways (ba.com) fly to
Dubrovnik.

Ascona, Switzerland
Just when you thought all the beautiful places in western Europe had

been found and mobbed by your fellow travelers, you learn about an idyllic
lakeside town surrounded by stunning mountain peaks where you can enjoy
all the cultural delights of Italy with all the smart, classy, efficiency of the
Swiss. That place is Ascona, Switzerland on the scenic shores of Lake Maggiore.

Part of the lake is in northern Italy, while the other part is in Switzerland,
making this area an exciting melting pot of cultures, not to mention great
food, wine, and shopping. While I love the popular Italian Lakes Como,
D’Iseo, and Garda, the incredible scenery and Italian culture found within
the borders of Switzerland where the trains run on time and English is
widely spoken is simply awesome.

Winter is a fantastic time to visit since the mountains to the north protect
the area from cold winds and keep Ascona warmer than other regions. Spring
and summer are even better since the terraced gardens and hillsides are in
bloom with colorful flowers. In any season, you can spend your days on
excursions, exploring local villages and the surrounding mountains by foot,
car, cable-car, or boat before retiring to a lakeside restaurant. As the sun sets
over the peaks, casting long shadows across the sparkling blue water, you will
find the perfect setting to enjoy the wine and Italian delicacies being served.

Make sure to take a boat tour to the islands of Brissago where there is
an incredible villa and tropical garden that will give you an idea of what
owning your own private island would be like. In nearby Locarno, take a
leisurely half hour walk up an old cobbled pilgrimage path to the Madonna
del Sasso, a monastic complex built high on a rock. The romantic view of
Lake Maggiore will blow your mind. From there, feed your sense of history
and make your way to the old Visconti castle and museum. Feeding your
appetite for good food is easy anywhere near the picturesque Piazza Grande.

Back in relaxing Ascona it is easy to lose track of time as you stare at the
mountains or enjoy a good book. The cobblestone promenade is a great
place to wander and explore the local shops and cafes; you feel as though
you are in a hidden village on the Mediterranean. Are those pine trees and
palm trees, together? Where are all the cars? Have you gone back in time
or to heaven? Everywhere you turn in this unique lakeside town, you’ll find
inspiration and rejuvenation.

If you hunger for adventure and elevated vistas, take the Madonna del
Sasso funicular. From the top station, Cardada, follow signs towards Alpe
Cardada (a restaurant with a dramatic view) and then continue to the Cimetta
summit. Return more directly to Cardada. This excursion takes 3-4 hours
but it can be shortened by using the chairlift. You may be interested in
heading to the scenic Verzasca valley. On the way there, you’ll pass a lake
and dam made famous in the James Bond film, Goldeneye.

Where to Stay

I don’t usually gush over European hotels, but I’ll make an exception in
the case of the Eden Roc (edenroc.ch/en). The rooms, consistent with other
areas in the hotel are stylish, comfortable, and exquisite. There is the palazzo
ceiling, marble floors, and antique Italian chandeliers.  The balconies offer
amazing views and there is a 6,500 square foot spa complete with fitness
center, beauty treatment and massage rooms, hair stylist, and nursery. It has
everything except an in-house waterskiing school. Oh wait, it has that, too!
The Eden Roc is a destination unto itself, and being located in this little
corner of paradise is magnificent. It is a member of the exclusive Swiss
Deluxe Hotels group, so you know that five stars means five stars. In fact,
you may want to create a new designation and give it six stars.

Make it Happen

What’s great about this region is that it can be approached from several
major international airports: Zurich, Geneva, or Milan, giving you many
options to search for the best price and itinerary that fits your needs. Since
train travel is so easy in Europe, you can also add it at the end of a Rome
vacation. Once you arrive, take a train (also easy to do) to Locarno, Switzerland
and then a 10-15 minute bus or boat ride to Ascarno. The bus is slightly
faster and departs every 15 minutes. Remember that this is Switzerland
where buses and trains are super clean and super safe.

Whatever you do, don’t wait. Visit these undiscovered gems now before
the word gets out!

      Two Great Destinations
You Probably Never Heard Of...Yet!

Shhh! Travel Secrets

T R A V E L

The most popular travel destinations in the world are popular for a reason. Well, actually

two reasons. First, they provide memorable and iconic experiences which have stood

the test of time. Second, they are fairly easy to get to. And with ease of access comes

the huge crowds which gradually erode the experience. But what about those of us who

seek out new destinations which have not yet been sullied by the traveling hordes? We

want to have an uncommon experience in an uncommon destination, but we would

prefer to avoid travel hassles required to reach those places to enjoy ourselves. If that

describes you even just a little bit, add these to your list of must-visit places.

by M ATT SIMS

Adriana, Hvar Spa Hotel
Fabrika bb 21450 Hvar
Croatia
+38 502 175 02 00
suncanihvar.com

Hotel Eden Roc Ascona
6612 Ascona
Switzerland
+41 091 785 71 71
edenroc.com/en

  Everywhere you turn in this
unique lakeside town, you’ll find
     inspiration and rejuvenation.

The modern rooms and rooftop jacuzzi at the Adriana Hotel

Spa at Hotel Eden Roc Ascona

Hotel Eden Roc Ascona
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Combustible Performances
    from New York to China

PaperDoll is on Fire

M U S I C

PaperDoll’s high energy concerts have ignited the dance-rock scene from Shanghai to New

York and they have gained fans throughout the international music-loving community.

While the band has toured the United States and Europe, this month they will be returning

to China as part of their NY2CN: Can't Stop It!!! tour. Last year, the energetic four-piece

band received much recognition for having achieved record-breaking crowds at the

Shanghai World Expo. Their music has been featured in a host of television commercials

for such companies as NIKE and in films and television shows. We interviewed the lead

vocalist, Teresa Lee, who shared a lot of “kick ass” information about her and the band.

by VI ET HOANG

Find out more information
about PaperDoll at
paperdollband.com

Hey Teresa. How are you?

Hey Viet! Love Yellow Magazine!! Woohoo!

Tell us a little bit about PaperDoll?

PaperDoll is a band. We’re from NYC. We kick ass.

What was the path that led to PaperDoll’s formation?

I met a bunch of amazing musicians while playing in NYC’s lower side
around 2005. We decided to start a band.

What type of genre best describes PaperDoll’s music?

Kick ass!

What is the origin of the band’s name?

It’s an old song we used to play. It was a week before our first gig and
the promoter was like, “What you guys called?” I looked down at a set list
and just said, “PaperDoll”.

What do you think about being compared to such groups as No Doubt, The
Cure and Muse?

It’s pretty sweet. I love all those bands.

Who have been your main influences?

Beatles, Metric, Blondie, The Killers, The Fratellis.

Your music has been featured in a number of television commercials for
companies such as Nike, Dayquil, Good Day New York, The Today Show,
Gotham, MTV, and in films including the critically acclaimed The People I’ve
Slept With. How did you connect with this niche for your music?

All the commercials, indie films and TV shows were from people working
on those projects who just happen to like our music. They ask if they can
use our tracks and we hustle and make it happen. We’re totally independent,
so word of mouth and interviews like this are so important! We’re not
opposed to signing with a label or getting a manager; we just haven’t found
the right fit. In the meantime, we’re making things happen for ourselves.
And because our unbelievable fans keep telling their friends about us, we’ve
been pretty fortunate.

Do you have a favorite commercial in which your music has been used?

Commercials have been great exposure for us. Nike was pretty sweet -
I love that it was a shoe marketed toward hardworking, independent women
and featured lady athletes from all over China. That meant a lot to me.

What other products would you like your music to promote?

Cars. I think You Can't Stop It would be perfect for a kick ass car
commercial.

PaperDoll performed at the annual NYC LGBT Pride Rally in Central Park
on June 18, 2011, exactly one week before the state of New York passed its
same sex marriage act. What are your thoughts on the passage of this law?

We performed the day before gay marriage was legalized in NYC. So,
this year, Pride NYC was so festive and hopeful. Such an incredible experience.
Pride is no doubt about fun and partying (as it should be), but this year there
was also a reminder of why the parade started in the first place—for equal
rights. It was amazing on so many levels.

Where were you when it passed?

At brunch in Chelsea with some friends. The mood in NYC was both
joyful and relieved. Like, New York lived up to our expectations. A lot of
people move here to feel accepted or more like themselves—I know I did.
So, I guess part of the feeling was, “It’s about time NYC!”

PaperDoll was also invited to perform at the World Expo 2010 in Shanghai,
China last year. How was that experience?

The World Expo was a big deal in China—half a million visitors a day
on average, so it was a huge break for us. I’m Chinese American and that
counts for a lot in a country that’s very proud of its culture. As soon as we
got back to New York we were contacted about returning for more Expo
shows in October. We decided to go back and tour some other cities and
ended up going there twice—which was unbelievable. Loved every minute
of it. Can’t wait to go back!

Tell us about NY2CN: Can’t Stop It?

It’s a month long tour in China: Shanghai, Hangzhou, Suzhou, Nanjing,
Ningbo, and the Wuxi festival. We’re bringing some New York to our new
friends in China! It’s all about live music and having a kick ass time!

What’s next for PaperDoll after that tour?

This winter, we’re back in the studio with Michael Moloney who
produced our last three singles. We’ll also be playing a few college shows.
Early 2012, you’ll hear our music in a few more indie films. Then, it’s back
to China for the festival season next spring.

“Kick ass!”



Asian American Bar Association of Houston Gala
Held at Intercontinental Hotel

The Asian American Bar Association of Houston (AABA) held their gala on September
9, 2011 at the Intercontinental Hotel. The night featured the Honorable Wallace B.
Jefferson, Chief Justice of the Texas Supreme Court, as a keynote speaker, with Sonia
Azad from KTRK Channel 13 as the Mistress of Ceremonies. The event honored Theodore
Wu, former Associate Municipal Court Judge for the City of Houston with the 2011
Impact Award Recipient. Brenda Dang, a law student, was awarded the newly created
Herbert W. Gee Scholarship.

The Asian American Bar Association of Houston (AABA) is a voluntary organization of
attorneys, judges, and law students of Asian heritage or who have Asian American
interests. Founded in 1984, the AABA's membership reflects all aspects of Houston's
Asian American legal community. In coordinating social events, continuing legal
education, and pro bono and volunteer opportunities, the AABA promotes the Houston
society of Asian American lawyers and addresses the needs of Houston's Asian American
community.

Photos by Mitchell Alexander
For more photos visit Malexphoto.ifp3.com

Audrey Chang, The Honorable Wallace
B. Jefferson, Daniel Chen

The Honorable Wallace
B. Jefferson, Eunice Song

Hoang Vu, Brenda Dang, Hugh Chong

Cora Chow, Beth Chow

Sylvia & Gordon Quan, Vyoma Majmudar, Sesh Bala

Kevin & Trang Pham

Anita & Todd Chen,
Carmen Ng

Chau Le, Jeff Gee

Judy Chang, Rina Tzeng, Albert Liou, Linda & Ted Wu

Jennifer & Ryan Asper

Leah Ferrarone

Nancy Bui, Dat Tran

Sheriff Adrian Garcia,
Audrey Chang

Jocelyn & Andy Tau
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            Plugging Into
Vietnam’s Hip Hop Subculture

Saigon Electric

F I L M

by H EN RI  MERCERON

Director Stephane Gauger

Tell us about your new film, Saigon Electric?

It’s a simple story about a country girl in Vietnam who arrives in Saigon
to try out for the dance academy. She’s a ribbon dancer who befriends a
street dancer, and they’re both just dreaming of a better life. It’s a teen
drama first and a dance movie second.

Is there a meaning behind the name of the movie?

I wanted to show a young Vietnam, not the countryside but the colorful
city with neon. I wanted the film to be energetic.

What inspired you to write a screenplay about the hip hop culture in
Vietnam?

Vietnam has a growing population and the youth are changing dramatically
with the social dynamics and the internet. I thought that since hip hop
culture is fairly new in Vietnam, it would be interesting to show that aspect.

Were all your actors Vietnamese or Vietnamese Americans? Was there a
large turnout for the auditions?

All the talent was from Vietnam. We didn’t have much time for casting,
so we did one open call for professional actors and another call for dancers.
We auditioned 150 dancers to fill in for the two rival crews, and we ended
up with 8 members on each of those two crews. All the dancers were first
time actors, which was good for me, since I like to discover new talent.

How does working with Vietnamese actors differ from working with
Vietnamese American actors?

Vietnamese American actors tend only to act once in a while and they
have regular jobs, which is understandable since there aren’t too many
film roles for Asian actors in America. Actors who live in Vietnam now are
professional to the point of working all the time since there is a growing
industry there. For a director from America, the main difference can
sometimes be that Vietnamese Americans grow up with American films,
so they recognize American style acting, whereas actors in Vietnam tend
to be very theatrical because of being raised on local soap operas. Then
my job becomes making their performances more natural.

How challenging was it to teach dancers to act?

Hopefully you cast people who are smart. With first time actors, they need
to understand who their characters are. If they understand the fundamentals
of their character, they will inhabit that space, then a director will just guide
them through the story. The stand out performance of the film was Quynh
Hoa, who plays the rebellious Kim. In reality, she’s a college student who’s
been dancing in a crew for three years and comes from a sheltered family.
There were so many scenes we filmed where she brought out true, raw
emotion to the point of tears and I asked her where she was pulling the
pain from, but she couldn’t answer that herself. Kim was a polar opposite
of who she was as a person, so that was raw talent on display.

What were the expected and unexpected benefits and difficulties of
filming a movie in Vietnam?

I’ve had a lot of experience working in Vietnam, so I set up a project to
make it an easy process. We shoot in the city so there’s never a shortage
of good food for the crew, and I keep the energy healthy for cast and crew
by keeping the work day to 10 hours, which is very, very short for a film
shoot. A big benefit, of course, of shooting in Vietnam is that costs are
low. I can haggle local vendors for location fees, and actor wages are a lot
cheaper. If you have a good production staff around you and have the
proper permits, you can avoid difficulties. The only thing you cannot avoid
in Vietnam is how hot it is to film there.

Any significance that the two dance crews competing to represent Vietnam
in the Korean competition are the North Killaz and the South Fresh?

Just like an American dance film, you want rival crews from two regions
such as between the East coast and West coast. In Vietnam, it’s North
and South; there is no political statement. The best hip hop crew in
Vietnam is actually Big Toe from Hanoi, so I decided to make the Saigon
crew the underdogs. People laugh when they hear the name North Killaz.
In the original script they were named North Boyz but there were three
girls on the crew so they decided to rename themselves North Killaz.

Some have stated that there are certain “cliché” aspects of the film that
are similar to other popular films that have coming-of-age and hip hop
dance themes. How do you respond to that observation?

I’m totally fine with clichés or what we call “archetypes”. The same way
that sports movies, boxing movies, or heist movies have their clichés, you
can’t escape the formula of dance movies. What I try to do is to give it a
fresh spin, old wine in a new bottle as they say. I tried to address the
modernization of Vietnam in Saigon Electric. So, while the idea of a
community center being shut down has been seen before in other dance
films, in Vietnam, it is actually a relevant problem because of modernization.

Did you emphasize more on the storyline or the dancing in the film? Was
there a message that you wanted to convey to the audience?

The storyline is the biggest importance for me, since I want audiences to
relate to the characters. The dancing I wanted to be energetic, but since
it was my first attempt at filming dance, I think I could have improved
upon this. There are audience members who’d like wider shots to see the
expanse of dance, but I wanted to take the viewer inside the dance. So,
hopefully, our filming was a little more visceral.

Saigon Electric was released in Vietnam this past April. How was it received?

Audiences enjoyed it. I don’t think they were expecting the deep
characterization that the film had, so we might have made more at the
box office if it was a hip hop “comedy”, since comedy rules in Vietnam.

Reviews of the film have particularly praised the cinematography and
hip hop soundtrack. What was it about these two elements that impressed
so many?

I think the cinematography is naturalistic and gritty, with lots of color. My
last feature film Owl and the Sparrow was shot documentary style and
some people had complained about the shaky cam. Saigon Electric was
purposely shot more slick and it compliments the soundtrack, which has
new talent from Vietnam as well as Vietnamese American artists. Suboi
delivered a standout performance; she is a 19 year old rapper, the only
true Vietnamese female rapper, I believe.

What are the measures by which you will determine whether or not the
movie is a success?

I think it’s already been a success in my eyes because it’s hard to make a
good film and, in the end, I think audiences enjoy it. It’s played in a lot of
film festivals and people in America now are aware of a hip hop subculture
in Vietnam. I think I’m doing my job as a Vietnamese filmmaker if I can
show that Vietnam is not a country of war. Monetary success will be
determined by how much people will support it in the theaters.

Will there be a Saigon Electric 2 in the future?

I hope so. In the storyline, the next step the crew would take is to compete
in South Korea, which would be phenomenal. Just like with Hollywood
studio films, if this film does well in theaters, we’ll have a better chance
to green light a sequel.

I tried to address the modernization
    of Vietnam in Saigon Electric.

The Houston release of Saigon Electric this month will introduce audiences to the

electrifying hip hop dance subculture that is thriving in Vietnam. We interviewed

Stephane Gauger, who wrote and directed the movie which was filmed entirely in

Vietnam with an entirely Vietamese cast. Stephane explains that the film’s emphasis

is more on the storyline than on the dancing and that he believes that it his job is to

expose audiences to current social trends in Vietnam of which they may not be aware.

Saigon Electric opens
in select theaters
October 7, 2011
For more information, visit
saigonelectric.com
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Dress by Sue Wong, $665
Available at Saks Fifth Avenue
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Dress by Zuhair Murad, $7480
Available at Neiman Marcus
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Dress by Naeem Khan, $5500
Available at Saks Fifth Avenue
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Dress by Alexander McQueen
From Private Collection
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Dress and Coat by Bill Bass $900
Available at Cheeky Vintage
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Dress by Halston $1500
Available at Cheeky Vintage
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Dress by Victoria Beckham $7750
Available at Neiman Marcus
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Essentials Potpourri
      A Little Bit of This,
A Little Bit of That

E S S E N T I A L S

October is kind of an in-between month—not really summer, not really winter, but sometimes

a lot of both. One day it’s hot and sweltering, and the next could bring a cold front with

practically freezing temperatures. In the vein of that “who knows what today might bring”

thinking, we’ve put together a mixture of this and that for this month’s Essentials. Enjoy.

Sleek Sophistication

British leather designer Bill Amberg is known for clean, crisp
design, and this iPad case is no exception. Made of black
leather with contrasting white piping and lining and press
stud fastening, this case is sleek, compact and subtle. Very
modern, very stylish.
Bill Amberg Leather iPad Case, $185
Exclusively at mrporter.com

Time for the Weekend

Admit it: you shouldn’t wear your Rolex when on
the golf course or out fishing. That’s when you
turn to this fashionable, affordable, casual watch
from Timex. In addition to a great, retro-quality
look, the watch is supremely flexible, with the
ability to switch out woven and leather straps to
your heart’s creative content.
Timex Weekender Watch, $40
timex.com

Design King

Saul Bass was as famous for his work in film as for
his corporate identity and graphic work, creating some
of the most compelling images of American postwar
visual culture. His best-known works include a series
of unforgettable posters and title sequences for films
such as Vertigo and The Man with the Golden Arm.
Designed by Saul Bass’s daughter Jennifer and written
by distinguished historian Pat Kirkham, who knew
Saul Bass personally, this book contains more than
1,400 illustrations, many from the Bass archive and
never before published.
Saul Bass: A Life in Film & Design, $75
Laurence King Publishing, lawrenceking.com

Soundly Stylish

Ever get tired of strangling yourself with your headphone
wires, or struggling to untangle them? Problem solved with
this gorgeous Bluetooth stereo headset. The NuForce BT-860
Bluetooth Headphones feature the latest innovations in
Bluetooth V2.1 technology, with impressive dynamic range
and sound quality that easily rivals that of wired units. Plus,
the built-in microphone supports concurrent headset and
hands-free operation, so you never need to miss a call while
enjoying your music.
NuForce BT-860 Stereo Bluetooth Headset, $79
nuforce.com

Do-It-Yourself Beauty

From Francois Nars, one of the most respected and imitated
cosmetics designers in fashion today, comes a totally new,
revolutionary instruction manual on makeup for today’s
woman. Employing Nars’ own before-and-after makeover
photographs of a variety of models of all different ages, races,
and skin tones—and combining these images with the
designer’s instructional sketches on transparent overlays—
this volume is the definitive do-it-yourself guide for anyone
interested in the transformative power of cosmetics.
Makeup Your Mind: Express Yourself, $45
rizzoli.com

Ear Candy

Want to know what “super kawaii,” or super cute sounds like?
It’s the fine-tuned sound of Monster Harajuku Lovers Super
Kawaii Headphones. That’s high-definition sound with looks
that match. Each pair comes with multiple eartip sizes so
you get the perfect fit that seals in your music and seals out
unwanted noise. Add in a compact case to keep the
headphones safe, shiny, and new and you are definitely super,
super cute.
Monster Harajuku Earbuds, $50
amazon.com

Seeing Things the Vintage Way

Why spend $300 for a pair of generic, bland glasses when
you can get truly stylish, quality frames for hundreds less?
That’s the idea behind Warby Parker, where you can find
boutique-quality, classically crafted eyewear for $95—with
prescription lenses. Yes, you read that right! By designing
their own frames and selling direct, Warby Parker cuts out
the middleman and you get the savings. All you have to do
is select five frames from their online store and they ship
them to you for free to try on for five days. Pick the one that
looks best and order online.
Warby Parker Huxley in Light Tortoise, $95
warbyparker.com
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Enjoy Tranquil Luxury in the
     Heart of the Action

Hotel Renew

T R A V E L

Located steps from Waikiki Beach and world-class shopping and dining, Hotel Renew

is Oahu’s first true designer boutique hotel. The hotel offers guests a personalized

and intimate experience that leaves them feeling renewed and rejuvenated. The

property is designed by acclaimed designer Jiun Ho who has created a casually elegant

oasis of tranquility – a subtle and calming contrast to the vibrant energy of Waikiki.

by LEO SI PR AS

Hotel Renew
129 Paoakalani Avenue
Waikiki Beach, Hawaii 96815
888.485.7639
hotelrenew.com

Special Promotion
Hotel Renew is thrilled to
announce the formation of a
new partnership with Gone
Surfing Hawaii surf school in
Waikiki, which provides guests
with a one-of-a-kind Hawaiian
vacation experience. One of
Hawaii’s most popular surf
instructors, Joanne “Jo Jo”
Howard, has developed a
number of fantastic packages
in conjunction with the hotel’s
management team, perfect
for the adventurous and the
faint of heart alike. Hotel
Renew and the Gone Surfing
Hawaii both pride themselves
on their one-of-a kind—
personalized service delivered
with the most genuine spirit
possible, making the perfect
match in paradise.

Special Hotel Renew surfing
excursions include the “Toes to
the Nose” Surf School Package,
North Shore Surf Safari
Package, and the Romantic
Sunset Surf Package. Contact
the hotel for all the details.

Intricately carved columns in the Raya Dining restaurant

Balance and harmony are the hallmarks of Ho’s overall design vision,
which are all about style rather than fashion, and relaxed living rather than
studied formality. This is immediately evident upon entering the property
which provides guests a beautiful and elegant beachside retreat that places
their well-being ahead of everything else. The 72-room hotel echoes the
natural environment of Oahu, incorporating basic natural elements such as
water, earth, and fire into the overall design.

Upon arrival at the hotel,  guests enter through the remarkable oversized
wooden and glass doors into a stunning reception area and Lounge Renew,
where they can enjoy a delicious complimentary breakfast along with fresh
juices, teas and coffee in the mornings and specialty cocktails and libations
in the evenings. Through the use of clean lines and rich dark woods, set
against a sensual backdrop of taupe, sand and slate, juxtaposed with splashes
of subdued color and textured fabrics, the space is the perfect balance of
style, comfort and ease. Ho took great care in taking into account the flow
of energy throughout all of the public spaces, adding special touches such
as a water feature and driftwood sculptures, which radiate a most harmonious
look and feel.

The guest rooms at Hotel Renew go far beyond typical design with
every detail being thoughtfully hand-selected down to the soaps in the
bathrooms and the throw pillows on the plush beds. The rooms, designed
in the spirit of wellness, immediately envelop guests with a sense of ease and
comfort, and serve as an elegant backdrop for their own distinct experience.
Through the use of light colored fabrics and textures and patterns that
reference the waves of the nearby ocean, coupled with dark wood furnishings
and fantastic local artwork, Ho has created the perfect marriage of sexy chic
and casual coastal.

All of the guest rooms offer the finest amenities including: luxurious
sheets and bedding, signature kimono-style bathrobes, state-of-the-art in-
room technology and entertainment including complimentary wireless
internet throughout the hotel,  flat screen HDTVs, complimentary business
and printing services, dimmable lighting, and iPod docking capabilities.

In the spirit of renewal, the ownership and management of Hotel Renew
have taken careful measures to choose products which positively affect our
environment, as part of the hotel’s dedication and commitment to
environmental stewardship. Its Planet Renew environmental program
incorporates conservation and eco-friendly products and practices into guest
rooms and hotel operations, without sacrificing the guest experience of a
boutique hotel.

    The guest rooms at
Hotel Renew go far
     beyond typical design.
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C U L T U R E

The Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA) presents California Design, 1930-1965:

“Living in a Modern Way”, on view October 1, 2011 – March 25, 2012. The exhibition—the

first major study of modern California design—examines the state’s key role in shaping the

material culture of the country at mid-century. California Design features more than 350

objects in wide- ranging media, including furniture, textiles, fashion, graphic and industrial

design, ceramics, jewelry, metalwork, architectural drawings, and film, as well as two period

re-creations—most notably the living room from the home of renowned designers Charles

and Ray Eames.

California Design, 1930-1965: “Living in a Modern Way” is one of five
exhibitions LACMA is presenting in conjunction with Pacific Standard
Time, an unprecedented collaboration initiated by the Getty, bringing
together more than sixty cultural institutions across Southern California
to tell the story of the birth of the Los Angeles art scene.

Throughout most of the twentieth century, the state symbolized the
good life in America. After 1945 a burgeoning, newly prosperous population
turned the state into America’s most important center for progressive
architecture and furnishings. This exhibition explores how the California
of our collective imagination—a democratic utopia where a benign climate
permitted life to be led informally and largely outdoors—was translated
into a material culture that defined an era.

To illustrate how California provided the ideal environment for
modernism to flourish in a way particular to the state, the exhibition is
divided into four sections: “Shaping,” “Making,” “Living,” and “Selling.” As
émigré Greta Magnusson Grossman declared in 1951, California design
“is not a superimposed style, but an answer to present conditions…It has
developed out of our own preference for living in a modern way.”

Shaping   The exhibition examines the role of native designers and
transplants from other parts of the country as well as the contributions of
European émigrés such as Kem Weber, R. M. Schindler, Richard Neutra. By
the onset of World War II, these innovators’ designs for homes and furnishings
were characterized by a particular kind of modernism, one rooted in California
culture and conditions. Those specific to design, including an affinity for light
and brilliant color, openness to Asian and Latin influences, and an advocacy
of fluid spaces and cross-disciplinary approaches, made California’s best
products distinctive.

Making   After 1945, the United States became the world’s strongest
industrial, military, and cultural power. California played a key role in this
development, having dominated defense and aerospace production during
World War II. California’s material culture was shaped by the imperative to
apply innovative wartime materials and production methods to peacetime
use. California artists working in traditional craft media also responded to
the spirit of modernism and experimentation. These “designer-craftsmen,”
as they became known, tried to adapt new methods of production to make
their work more accessible to the new middle classes. Whether handmade
or industrially produced, the goal was to provide well-designed homes and
furnishings for the millions of newcomers to California who craved them.

Living   The heart of the exhibition focuses on the modern California
home, famously characterized by open plans and furnished with products
from companies such as Van Keppel-Green and Architectural Pottery. The
distinctive vocabulary of the California house and its furnishings at mid-
century emerged from a response to the benevolent climate, which
permitted indoor/outdoor living. Coupled with new construction
techniques and domestic applications for materials such as steel, this
allowed space to be made more permeable by completely freeing the wall.

California Design features an extraordinary demonstration of “living
in a modern way” with a unique re-creation of the living room from Charles
and Ray Eames’ Case Study House #8, part of Arts and Architecture
magazine’s groundbreaking post-war program to build high-quality,
affordable, mass- producible homes. The installation of these furnishings
offers an unprecedented look at the rich, eclectic interior in which these
legendary designers lived.

Selling   Julius Shulman declared, “Good design is seldom accepted. It
has to be sold.” He was referring to his own role in staging architectural
photography, but as this section demonstrates, the statement could be
equally applied to exhibitions, stores, advertising, publications, and film,
which were the principal agents in disseminating modern California
design. “What Makes the California Look” was a question so pressing it
was the cover story of the Los Angeles Times “Home” magazine in October
1951. Many of the objects photographed for the cover—an Eames fiberglass
chair, an Architectural Pottery planter, a Van Keppel-Green lounge chair—
have become emblems of California design, endlessly seen in photographs
of the period. The works from the LA Times cover (or nearly identical
examples) have been located and reassembled to recreate the original
photo shoot for the exhibition.

By the end of the 1960s, the relentless optimism that had made
California the embodiment of the good life became far more subdued.
Counterculture protests and ecological and social justice issues challenged
the very idea of consumerism and unbridled growth. These shifting beliefs,
however, do not diminish the unprecedented and lasting contributions
of California design at mid-century. This exhibition tells a story of the
exhilarating innovation and optimism about building a better, modern
world that made California loom large in America’s, and indeed the world’s,
imagination.

      California Design features an extraordinary
demonstration of “living in a modern way” with a
  unique re-creation of the living room from
      Charles and Ray Eames’ Case Study House #8.

Pacific Standard Time:
California Design,
1930-1965: “Living in a
Modern Way”
October 1, 2011 - March 25,
2012
LACMA (Los Angeles County
Museum of Art)
5905 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90036
323.857.6000
lacma.org
Mon-Tue, Thu  12:00-8:00pm
Fri  12:00-9:00pm
Sat-Sun  11:00am-8:00pm
Closed Wednesdays
Admission is $15 for adults, $10
for seniors, $10 for students,
and free for children under 17

Pacific Standard Time:

California Design, 1930-1965:
“Living in a Modern Way”

ESU (Eames storage unit), c. 1949
Charles Eames (1907-1978, active Venice), Ray Eames (1912-1988, active Venice). Herman Miller Furniture
Company. Zinc-plated steel, birch-faced and plastic-coated plywood, lacquered particle board, rubber
69 x 47 x 16 in. (175.3 x 119.4 x 40.6 cm). LACMA, Gift of Mr. Sid Avery and Mr. James Corcoran
© 2011 Eames Office LLC (eamesoffice.com); Herman Miller, Inc. Photo © 2011 Museum Associates/LACMA

Kaufman House, Palm Springs, 1946
Richard Neutra. Photo by Julius Shulman, 1947
© J. Paul Getty Trust. Used with permission. Julius Shulman Photography Archive, Research Library at the Getty
Research Institute (2004.R.10)

DCW (dining chair wood),
1946-49
Charles Eames (1907-1978,
active Venice), Ray Eames
(1912-1988, active Venice)
Molded Plywood Division,
Evans Products Company
(Venice, 1943-47). Rosewood,
rubber, steel. 29 x 19 1/2 x 22
in. (73.7 x 49.5 x 55.9 cm)
LACMA, Decorative Arts and
Design Council Fund
© 2011 The Eames
Foundation, Courtesy Eames
Office LLC (eamesoffice.com)
Photo © 2011 Museum
Associates/LACMA

For more information
about Pacific Standard
Time, the unprecendented
collaboration of cultural
institutions across
Southern California to
celebrate the birth of the
L.A. art scene, visit
pacificstandardtime.org
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A Bigger Splash, 1967
David Hockney (British, born 1937)
Acrylic on canvas. Unframed 242.5 x 243.9 cm (95 1/2 x 96 x 1 3/16 in.) Tate: Purchased in 1981.
© David Hockney. Image: © Tate, London 2010.

Blue Planet, 1965
Helen Lundeberg (American, 1908 - 1999). Acrylic on Canvas. Unframed: 152.4 x 152.4 cm (60 x 60 in.)
© Feiteslon Arts Foundation, courtesy Louis Stern Fine Arts

Standard Station, Amarillo, Texas, 1963
Ed Ruschka (American, born 1937). Oil on Canvas. Unframed: H: 163.8 x W: 309.2 cm (64 1/2 x 121 3/4 in.)
Framed [est]: H: 170.2 x W: 315 cm (67 x 124 in.)
© Ed Ruschka. Hood Museum of Art, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire; gift of James Meeker, Class
of 1958, in memory of Lee English, class of 1958, scholar, poet, athlete and friend to all

Pacific Standard Time: Crosscurrents in L.A. Painting and Sculpture
features 79 objects by more than 45 artists including Peter Alexander,
John Baldessari, Larry Bell, Billy Al Bengston, Wallace Berman, Vija Celmins,
Judy Chicago, Ron Davis, Richard Diebenkorn, Melvin Edwards, Llyn Foulkes,
George Herms, David Hockney, Ed Kienholz, John McLaughlin, Ed Moses,
Lee Mullican, Bruce Nauman, Helen Pashgian, Ed Ruscha, Betye Saar, and
Peter Voulkos, among many others. This landmark survey of the period is
a cornerstone of the larger Pacific Standard Time initiative, an
unprecedented collaboration of more than sixty cultural institutions across
Southern California that will highlight different aspects of the region’s
postwar artistic production.

Pacific Standard Time: Crosscurrents in L.A. Painting and Sculpture brings
together works from renowned national and international collections to
explore the beginnings of a significant indigenous modernism in and
around Los Angeles, the important artistic movements that developed
over time, and the great diversity of artistic practices that characterized
the end of the postwar era. The exhibition is organized both chronologically
and thematically in six sections that convey the diversity of artistic practices
happening simultaneously in Los Angeles and the continuities that
connected artists throughout this period.

Centering on movements that began in the 1950s, the first section
presents hard-edge painting and ceramic sculpture, practices that, although
concurrent, have rarely been presented together. The second section
examines assemblage sculpture and collage, juxtaposing the major figures
that pioneered this artistic approach in the 1950s with those who
continued and re-envisaged the medium throughout the 1960s, particularly
African American artists in Los Angeles.

A series of more thematically organized groupings follows, the first of
which demonstrates Los Angeles’ rise as an important art center and
includes a selection of works that convey visions of the city. The following
section presents  paintings  by some of Los Angeles’ most celebrated
artists, such as Richard Diebenkorn, David Hockney, and Ed Ruscha,
demonstrating that Southern California was one of the foremost centers
for large scale pop and abstract painting in the 1960s.

The final section of the exhibition explores ways in which artists were—
at the very same moment as West Coast painting’s rise to prominence—
beginning to expand notions of traditional painting and sculpture,
foregrounding perceptual phenomena and the material processes of
artistic production. This section includes many works that emerged from
the meeting of art and technology, such as a De Wain Valentine sculpture
that utilizes the industrial material of cast polyester resin, and a Mary
Corse canvas that incorporates highly reflective glass microspheres.

As both an introduction to and an historical reassessment of these
artists and their artworks, Pacific Standard Time: Crosscurrents in L.A.
Painting and Sculpture provides a thorough and accessible overview of
Southern California’s postwar art. By situating the history within the broad
outlines of modernist art practice, and in conversation with the larger
Pacific Standard Time initiative, this show demonstrates the international
significance of art produced in Los Angeles during this era. At the same
time, the exhibition’s focus on the creative innovations specific to Southern
California, including the techniques and materials that have come to
define the region, distinguish this group of artists from their East Coast
and overseas counterparts.

In recent decades, Los Angeles has shed its stereotype as the land of sunshine, palm trees, and

movie stars to become an artistic powerhouse and an increasingly important international

creative capital. This fundamental shift in the cultural landscape of the city dates back to the

1950s and 1960s, a period of critical importance in art history that has never before been fully

studied and presented. On view October 1, 2011 – February 5, 2012 at the J. Paul Getty Museum

at the Getty Center, Pacific Standard Time: Crosscurrents in L.A. Painting and Sculpture, 1950–1970

chronicles the rise of the Los Angeles art scene through a focused examination of painting

and sculpture produced in Southern California during this crucial period.

Pacific Standard Time:
Crosscurrents in L.A.
Painting and Sculpture
October 1, 2011 - May 6, 2012
J. Paul Getty Museum at the
Getty Center
1200 Getty Center Drive
Los Angeles, CA
310.440.7300
getty.edu
Tue-Fri  10:00am-5:30pm
Sun  10:00am-5:30pm
Sat  10:00am-9:00pm
Admission is free, but parking
is $15 per car, free after
5:00pm on Saturdays

Pacific Standard Time:

Crosscurrents in L.A.
Painting and Sculpture

Pacific Standard Time:
Crosscurrents in L.A. Painting
and Sculpture has been
organized by the Getty
Research Institute and the J.
Paul Getty Museum in
association with the Martin-
Gropius-Bau, Berlin. The
exhibition is curated by
Andrew Perchuk, deputy
director; and Rani Singh, senior
research associate; with Glenn
Phillips, principal project
specialist and consulting
curator, and Catherine Taft,
curatorial associate; all of the
Getty Research Institute.
Following its debut
presentation at the Getty,
Pacific Standard Time:
Crosscurrents in L.A. Painting
and Sculpture will be on view
at the Martin-Gropius-Bau in
Berlin, Germany from March
15 – June 10, 2012, together
with the Getty Research
Institute’s exhibition,
Greetings from L.A.: Artists
and Publics, 1950–1980.

  Visiting the Getty Center is truly a memorable experience.
The Richard Meier-designed complex sits on a hillside in the
     Santa Monica Mountains providing not only views of
     artistic masterpieces, but also of L.A. and the Pacific Ocean.
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Very early on, Gaultier’s avant-garde fashions reflected an understanding
of a multicultural society’s issues and preoccupations, shaking up—with
invariable good humor—established societal and aesthetic codes. More of
a contemporary installation than a fashion retrospective, this major
exhibition,considered by the couturier to be a creation in its own right,
features approximately 140 ensembles spanning over 35 years from the
designer’s couture and ready-to-wear collections, along with their accessories,
and numerous archival documents. Many of these extraordinary pieces have
never before been exhibited, including a costume from one of Pedro
Almodóvar’s recent films and a leather corset that will be shown for the first
time during the DMA’s presentation.

“I wanted to create an exhibition on Jean Paul Gaultier more than any
other couturier because of his great humanity,” explained Nathalie Bondil,
Director and Chief Curator of the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts. “Beyond
the technical virtuosity, an unbridled imagination, and ground-breaking
artistic collaborations, Gaultier offers an open-minded vision of society, a
crazy, sensitive, and sassy world in which everyone can assert his or her own
identity through a unique ‘fusion couture.’”

Keenly interested in all the world’s cultures and countercultures, Gaultier
has picked up on the current trends and proclaimed the right to be different,
and in the process conceived a new kind of fashion in both the way it is
made and worn. Through twists, transformations, transgressions, and
reinterpretations, he not only erases the boundaries between cultures but
also the sexes, creating a new androgyny or playing with subverting established
fashion codes.

A celebration of Gaultier’s daring inventiveness and humanist vision, this
exhibition pays tribute to his cutting-edge fashion and explores the audaciously
eclectic sources of his ideas. This multimedia installation is organized along
six different thematic sections tracing the influences, from the streets of Paris
to the world of science fiction, that have marked the couturier’s creative
development: “The Odyssey of Jean Paul Gaultier,” “The Boudoir,” “Skin
Deep,” “Punk Cancan,” “Urban Jungle,” and “Metropolis.” Sketches, stage
costumes, excerpts from films, runway shows, concerts, videos, dance
performances, and even television programs on view further explore how
his avant-garde fashions challenged societal and aesthetic codes in unexpected,
and often humorous ways. The many legendary artistic collaborations that
have characterized Gaultier’s global vision are examined in film (Pedro
Almodóvar, Peter Greenaway, Luc Besson, Marc Caro and Jean-Pierre Jeunet);

contemporary dance (Angelin Preljocaj, Régine Chopinot and Maurice
Béjart); and within the realm of popular music, in France (Yvette Horner
and Mylène Farmer) and on the international scene (Kylie Minogue and
especially Madonna, whose friendship with Gaultier has led her to graciously
lend two iconic corsets from her 1990 Blond Ambition World Tour). Fashion
photography is also a major focus of attention, thanks to loans of never-
before-seen prints from contemporary photographers and renowned
contemporary artists including Andy Warhol, Cindy Sherman, Erwin Wurm,
David LaChapelle, Richard Avedon, Mario Testino, Steven Meisel, Steven
Klein, Mert Alas & Marcus Piggott, Pierre et Gilles, Inez van Lamsweerde
& Vinoodh Matadin, Paolo Roversi, and Robert Doisneau.

An innovative exhibition design by the architectural and stage design
company Projectiles, Paris, showcases the couturier’s designs, as well as prints
and video clips that illustrate many of Gaultier’s artistic collaborations. Thirty
mannequins wearing remarkable wigs and headdresses by Odile Gilbert,
founder of the Atelier 68 in Paris, and with animated faces provided by
ingenious audiovisual projections, are placed throughout the galleries,
surprising visitors with their lifelike presence. Poetic and playful, the
production, design and staging of this audiovisual creation has been produced
by Denis Marleau and Stéphanie Jasmin of UBU/Compagnie de création.
A dozen celebrities, including Gaultier himself, have lent their faces and
often their voices to this project.

The Fashion World of Jean Paul Gaultier:
       From the Sidewalk to the Catwalk

Gaultier’s World

F A S H I O N

From November 13, 2011, to February 12, 2012, the Dallas Museum of Art (DMA) will

host The Fashion World of Jean Paul Gaultier: From the Sidewalk to the Catwalk, the first

exhibition devoted to the celebrated French couturier. The DMA is the first of two U.S.

venues to host this critically acclaimed international exhibition after its premier at the

organizing institution, the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts. Dubbed fashion’s “enfant

terrible” from the time of his first runway shows in the 1970s, Jean Paul Gaultier is

indisputably one of the most important fashion designers of recent decades.

by LEO SI PR AS

The Fashion World of Jean
Paul Gaultier: From the
Sidewalk to the Catwalk
November 13, 2011-
February 12, 2012
Dallas Museum of Art
1717 North Harwood
Dallas, Texas  75201
214.922.1200
dm-art.org

Tue & Wed  11:00am-5:00pm
Thu  11:00am-9:00pm
Fri, Sat-Sun  11:00am-5:00pm
Closed Mondays

General museum admission is
$10 for adults, $7 for seniors,
$7 for military personnel with
current ID, $5 for students, and
free for children under 12 and
DMA members

Tickets for the Gaultier exhibit
are $16 weekdays/$20
weekends for adults, $14/$16
for seniors and military
personnel, $12/$12 for
students, and free for children
under 12 and DMA members

The exhibition tour will
include:
Fine Arts Museums
of San Francisco
March 24-August 19, 2012
Fundación Mapfre –
Instituto de Cultura, Madrid
September 26-November 18,
2012
Kunsthal Rotterdam,
the Netherlands
February 9-May 12, 2013

   A celebration of Gaultier’s daring
inventiveness and humanist vision,
  this exhibition pays tribute to
      his cutting-edge fashion and
 explores the audaciously eclectic
             sources of his ideas.

Les Surréalistes [The Surrealists] collection, Hécate coatdress
Haute couture fall/winter 2006-2007
© P. Stable/Jean Paul Gaultier

Barbés collection
Women’s prêt-à-porter fall/winter 1984-1985
© P. Stable/Jean Paul Gaultier

Les Vierges [Virgins] collection, Apparitions dress
Haute couture spring/summer 2007
© P. Stable/Jean Paul Gaultier



B E A U T Y

Estée Lauder recently launched the brand’s new official YouTube channel, Your Source for

Expert Beauty Advice (youtube.com/esteelauder). The unique channel houses 35 original

videos showcasing Creative Makeup Director Tom Pecheux, and global spokesmodels Hilary

Rhoda, Constance Jablonski, Liu Wen, Joan Smalls, Carolyn Murphy and Elizabeth Hurley.

Web Video Beauty
The First Beauty Brand YouTube Channel
       Featuring a Two-Way Mirror

Featuring original content that is highly interactive, the Estée Lauder
YouTube channel is a self-contained platform where you can see product
information, read ratings and reviews, get beauty tips, comment and
share—all without having to leave the channel.

Videos are curated into various sections to allow for easy navigation
of content including:

• How-To Videos
• Interviews with Creative Makeup Director Tom Pecheux
• Behind-the-Scenes Access
• Signature Services Videos
• Beautiful Skin Demonstrations

Instructional how-to videos are a focal point of the channel. You can
easily follow along to learn how to create a simple smoky eye, get fuller
lips, achieve a bold brow look, and so much more. To make the experience
seamless, there are simple instructions below each video that also
correspond to a product. If a you would like to purchase a featured product,
there are ratings and reviews featured in the video as well.

To practice creating a look on yourself in real time, you can activate
the on-screen mirror and watch the tutorial while trying the application
method on yourself. This feature initiates your webcam which allows you
to follow along easily. You can see both yourself and the video on the
screen at once so you can apply the techniques on yourself.

youtube.com/esteelauder
Estée Lauder Creative Makeup
Director Tom Pecheux gives
step-by-step directions in easy
to follow videos.



Circle of Animals/Zodiac Heads
          at the LACMA

Ai Weiwei

A R T

The Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA) is currently displaying the first major

public sculpture by Chinese contemporary artist Ai Weiwei, titled Circle of Animals/Zodiac

Heads. The installation is comprised of twelve monumental bronze animal heads that

are re-creations of the famous traditional zodiac sculptures that once adorned the fountain

clock of Yuan Ming Yuan, the Old Summer Palace, located just outside Beijing.

Cast around 1750, the original animal heads were located at the Zodiac
fountain in Yuan Ming Yuan’s European-style gardens, which were designed
by two European Jesuit priests in the eighteenth century. In 1860, British
and French troops looted the heads amid the destruction of Yuan Ming Yuan
during the Second Opium War. Today, seven of the original heads have been
found; the locations of the other five heads are unknown. In reinterpreting
these objects on an oversized scale, Ai stimulates dialogue about the fate of
artworks that exist within dynamic and sometimes volatile cultural and
political settings, while extending his ongoing exploration of the “fake” and
the copy in relation to the original. For Circle of Animals/Zodiac Heads, the
twelve heads are cast bronze and positioned on bronze bases, with each head
and base together standing approximately ten feet high.

Ai Weiwei—artist, curator, architectural designer, and social activist—is
perhaps the best-known and most successful contemporary artist in China,
and was recently featured in our May 2011 issue. Earlier this year, Ai was
released from a Chinese prison after a three-month detention, which was
surrounded by waves of international attention; he has since returned to
work on his numerous projects. Ai has exhibited in museums and galleries
around the world and worked closely with Swiss architects Herzog & de
Meuron to design the 2008 National Olympic Stadium (“the Bird’s Nest”).

Circle of Animals/
Zodiac Heads
August 20, 2011-February 12,
2012
LACMA (Los Angeles County
Museum of Art)
5905 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90036
323.857.6000
lacma.org

Following its display at LACMA,
the work will be on view at
Hermann Park, Houston, Texas
in spring 2012.

Installation view. Ai Weiwei: Circle of Animals/Zodiac Heads. August 20, 2011-February 12, 2012.
Los Angeles County Museum of Art. © Ai Weiwei. Photo © 2011 Museum Associates/LACMA.

Installation view. Ai Weiwei: Circle of Animals/Zodiac Heads. August 20, 2011-February 12, 2012.
Los Angeles County Museum of Art. Photo © 2011 Museum Associates/LACMA.



Dining Guide
Yellow Magazine’s featured restaurants

To have your restaurant featured in Yellow Magazine, or to recommend a restaurant
that you enjoy, please email the information to dining@yellowmags.com.

J A P A N E S E
Tokyo One
7465 W. Greens Rd., 281.955.8898
2938 W. Sam Houston S., 713.785.8899
Tokyo One is a sushi buffet restaurant, situated
in a fancy boat house with an outside deck. The
food is fresh and is constantly replenished.
Selections include: salads such as sea weed, beef,
squid, salmon and watercress. Sushi includes a
variety of rolls and sashimi.

Zushi Japanese Cuisine
5900 Memorial Dr., 713.861.5588
Zushi serves extremely fresh and high quality
sushi. Stand out items are the sashimi appetizers
served with perfectly paired sauces or any one
of the many house specialty rolls.

Uptown Sushi
1131 Uptown Park Blvd. #14 713.871.1200
Uptown Sushi personifies an upscale sushi
restaurant located near the Galleria in the swanky
Uptown Park Plaza. The menu offers Japanese
fusion dishes and a great selection of high-end
sashimi and sushi. Side note: Uptown Sushi has
“off-the-menu” specialty rolls served daily!

C H I N E S E
Auntie Chang’s
2621 South Shepherd #290, 713.524.8410
Auntie Chang’s offers the most flavorful home-
style Chinese cuisine around. Although known
for their dumplings, any of your favorite classic
Chinese dishes are done extremely well.

Hong Kong Food Street
9750 Bellaire Blvd., 713.981.9888
Peking duck and roasted pork hang from cleavers
in a front window display giving a Hong Kong
street market feel. In addition, the menu is
divided into sections including Seafood, Hot Pot,
Special Stir Fry, Sizzling and Chef Specials.

San Dong Noodle House
9938-F Bellaire Blvd., 713.271.3945
Authentic hand pulled Chinese noodle dishes are
served at a reasonable price. A few favorites
include the Roast Beef Noodle soup served in a
beef broth accented by ginger and soy, or the oh
so addicting pan fried dumplings.

Sinh Sinh
9788 Bellaire Blvd., 713.541.0888
The seafood at Sinh Sinh is quite exciting
because everything served comes from live tanks.
Prawns, Australian king lobster, King crabs, Coral
Leopard trout, Surf clams, Geoduck clams, Trunk
clams, Elephant clams, etc…are all featured as
live seafood.

T H A I
Thai Spice
8282 Bellaire Blvd. 713.777.4888
Thai Spice on Bellaire is a foodies dream. It’s a
casual place that serves Thai dishes you won’t
find anywhere else in Houston, with a huge
selection of interesting, rare, tasty dishes at
excellent prices. A must have is the whole fried
tilapia with hot and sour dipping sauce and
papaya salad and Tom Yum soup.

Nit Noi
6700 Woodway Pkwy., Suite 580
281.597.8200
Nit Noi means “a little bit” and Thai food lovers
pack Nit Noi restaurants and cafes all around
Houston. Nit Noi will always be known for their
Pad Thai, but other must try dishes include
PadThai Korat (flat noodles stir-fried with
chicken, pork or shrimp with vegetables) and
Tom Yum Goong (spicy and sour shrimp soup).

Tony Thai
10613 Bellaire Blvd., 281.495.1711
A sophisticated approach to traditional Thai
cuisine, Tony’s executes with perfect balance
and pizzazz. Tony’s Wings, wet or dry, and the
Steamed Mussels are popular appetizers. For
the main course try the Basil Lamb, Garlic
Salmon or the Steamed Fish with Chili.

I N D I A N
Kiran’s Restaurant
4100 Westheimer Rd. #151, 713.960.8472
This northern Indian style restaurant embodies
a fusion approach to its cuisine. With a focus on
well balanced flavors rather than spice, the Flaky
Halibut Swimming in Watermelon Curry sauce
and the Tandoori Platter typify this perfectly.

V I E T N A M E S E
Kim Son Restaurants
2001 Jefferson (and other locations),
713.222.2461
The menu is the most imposing part of this casual,
highly regarded landmark Vietnamese restaurant. 
There are no poor choices among the 100 or so
options. Enjoy finely prepared delicacies as well
as the expected fare, such as the pork vermicelli
and  fried eggroll. Must try is their black pepper
softshell crab. Special event facilities available.

Saigon Poglac
5176 Buffalo Speedway, 713.664.7303
Trendy yet elegant, Saigon Poglac delivers top notch
Vietnamese cuisine at reasonable lunch prices and
a stellar dinner menu. The lounge works perfectly
for those who want a less formal dining experience
but still want to enjoy quality food.

Mo Mong
1201 Westheimer Rd. #B, 713.524.5664
This Trendy Montrose establishment has a great
lunch crowd as well as a packed martini night
on Wednesdays. But the real draw is the food-
traditional family recipes mixed in with some
tasty modern dishes. Must try items include the
Mango Spring Rolls, Shrimp and Avocado Spring
Roll, Volcano Chicken, and the Bo Luc Lac.

C O N T I N E N T A L
Voice Restaurant & Lounge
Hotel Icon, 220 Main, 832.667.4470
The impressive décor has thoughtfully
transformed the space of an old bank lobby into
a warm cozy and elegant dining area. Try the
Mushroom Soup “Cappucino”, reduction of
garlic, onion, crimini mushrooms topped with
frothy truffle foam, and the Bryan Farms Roast
Chicken, a free range and 100% corn fed chicken.

Colombe d’Or Restaurant and Hotel
3410 Montrose Blvd. 713.524.7999
Built in 1923 and originally the mansion of
Walter Fondren, one of the founders of Humble
Oil, Colombe d’Or Hotel is considered a Texas
historical landmark. Featuring French and
Continental fare, we recommend the Carre
d’Agneau, individual rack of baby lamb grilled
with natural herbs and red wine sauce.

Reserve your Marketplace ad today!

Call 832.778.4530

Wine: Quite Simply!

W I N E

Deconstructing
    Complexity

There are some who attempt to make the subject of wine
difficult and complex. The reality is that understanding wine
is really quite simple. It is only mastered when you realize
that, paradoxically, wine can never be mastered. The path to
this understanding is attained by tasting. The more varied your
tastings over time, the greater will be your appreciation of
and comfort with wine. The bottom line is that there are no
“wine masters”, only students who are perpetually experimenting
and tasting.

Here are a few basic facts that you should be armed with
to facilitate your tasting odyssey:

The Golden Rule of wine:
Any wine you try must, at a minimum, be “fun” to drink.

I have been at tastings where a bad wine was presented.  When
the consumer commented that “it tasted bitter or sour”, the
presenter smiled and countered that “this represented the style
of that particular wine”. All I can say is  nonsense! If a wine
is not enjoyable then it’s no good. Period!

Fermentation:
Wine is fermented grape juice. Fermentation is a chemical

process during which sugar is transformed into alcohol and it
occurs naturally within the juice of crushed grapes. The final
balance between alcohol level and the residual untransformed
sugar is a critical component of a wine’s make up.

Three types of wine:
There are essentially three classifications of wine: Fortified

wines such as Port and Sherry have spirits added at some point
during their production; Sparkling wines undergo a second
fermentation; Table wines are produced to be consumed with
food and typically contain alcohol levels under 15%. Table
wine is the largest and most confounding category.

Three types of table wine:
There are also three basic types of table wine. Varietal

wines take the name of the grape from which they are made
and include Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Merlot and Pinot
Noir. In California, for a wine to take the name of a grape
there must be at least 75% of that grape in its mix; the other
25% may be any other type. Generic wines may be comprised
of a single grape or a blend of grapes but are named after the
region in which they are produced. The area must have a
defined geographical boundary and wine production within
its confines must be controlled by a uniform code of rules
and regulations. Examples include Burgundy, Chianti, Bordeaux,
Brunello and Rioja. Proprietary wines are typically blends
produced by a winery, and given unique names which cannot
be used by any other producer. These types of wines include
those referred to as Meritage and Super Tuscan, and the best
known label is Opus One (a California Meritage).

Wine is indeed simple and meant to be enjoyed, so don’t
stress out at your next dinner party. If you can remember the
three categories of table wine, then you are more knowledgeable
than most and are well prepared for your delicious journey
of discovery.

Wines available at Spec's Wines, Spirits, & Finer Foods, various
locations. Visit specsonline.com for the store nearest you.

Wine of the month

Pra Soave 2010
This is one of my favorite whites. Pra Soave is a generic
wine located in the Soave zone situated in Italy’s romantic
Veneto and is produced by the highly regarded Graziano
Pra. This is a blend with the principle grape being Garganega
and is simply delicious. The body is full, crisp and dry with
a sturdy backbone buttressed by a rich minerality. The fruit
is tropical along with notes of green apples and it finishes
with a slight hint of honey. There are not many white wines
better than this.  Best served with seafood and grilled white
meats. $22.62

The more varied your tastings over time,
 the greater will be your appreciation
              of and comfort with wine.

by PH I LI P CU ISIM ANO




